
 

JUNE 2012 EXAMINATION 
 

   PHD DFM 03 

Security analysis and Portfolio management 

Time 3 hours       MM 100 marks 

NOTE: The paper is divided into two sections. Section A and Section B.   There are five 

questions in Section A. Students are required to attempt any three questions from Section 

A.  Section B  is compulsory. Each question carries 20 Marks. 

SECTION A 

1.      In case you want to invest in Indian capital market than explain what are the points 

you will keep in mind and why?  Explain keeping in view the Indian and 

international scenario.  

2.  Stock market is a place of “Greed & fear” .and also “Price and sentiments”. 

These two not only brings the risk for the investors but also utility. Explain this 

statement in the light of Efficient market hypothesis?   

3.  You as an investor can invest in two bonds. The characteristics of two bonds are 

as follows: 

       BOND A  BOND B 

Face Value     Rs. 500  Rs.200 

Coupon Rate                       9%      11%  

Term to maturity      4 years    5 years 

Market Price                  Rs 481    Rs 190 

Interest is payable annually compute: 

(a) Current Yield  (b)Yield to Maturity (c) Modified Duration        (7+7+6) 

       

4. Mr. Ram Gopal is a Portfolio Manager for ICICI  Bank. He currently is considering 

purchasing shares of M/s Parle Agro Ltd and M/s Zenith Ltd. As an alternative, he is also 

considering purchasing Agro & Zenith Convertible bonds. The portfolios under 

consideration are mostly equity portfolios having aggressive growth. Mr. Ram Gopal 

expects Agro to benefit from recent growth & Zenith  may be on the come back trail after 



its earning growth faltered in the late 1990s.He also expects interest rates to remain stable 

during the next year. You are required to analyze these two convertibles. Recommend the 

convertible debentures that would be more desirable for purchase.  Justify your 

recommendation.                        

 

5. “Portfolio evolutions are a process of revision and portfolio construction.” Explain the 

statement with hypothetical example. 

Section B 

CASE STUDY 

 The 30 share sensex tumbled 874.28 points or 6% to end the day at 17,809.12. 

The broader 50 share Nifty closed at 5338.40, down 180.25 points, or 5.1%, over the 

previous close. India was the worst performer in Asia. Capital goods, metal and IT shares 

were among the worst performers of the day. According to the brokers, while the cost of 

keeping open positions have gone up for both bulls and bears in the derivative segment, it 

will pinch the long position holders even more as they have incurred heavy losses in the 

falling market. This may prompt many traders to unwind their long positions, thus 

accentuating the fall in stock prices.  

 According to the SEBI circular, the exposure margin for gross open positions in 

single stock futures and gross open short positions in stock options will now be the higher 

CONVERTIBLE Parle Agro  LTD ZENITH LTD 

Coupon 6.5% 7.25% 

Maturity (Years) 9 18 

Rating   A(-) CCC 

Conversion rate (shares)        30.53 32 

Market price (% par)              222.5 66.25 

Investment value                    85.43 64.95 

Call Price                                115 126 

Conversion Stock:   

Market Price                             92.88 26.88 

Dividend 3.00 2.00 

Beta 1.05 1.55 



of 10% or 1.5 times the standard deviation – an indicator of volatility in a stock – in the 

national value of the positions. The higher the standard deviation, the higher the volatility 

in the stock. Earlier, the margin was the higher of 5% or 1.5 times, the standard deviation 

in the notional value of positions. The tightening of margins on gross open short positions 

in stock options indicates an attempt to force short traders to cover up their positions. But 

dealers say, traders on the short side of the market- in single stock futures as well as stock 

options – will be in no hurry to cover up their positions as they are sitting on profits 

because of the slide in stock prices. Brokers said the ongoing crisis in money market 

Mutual Funds – With some of smaller fund houses facing a run on their liquid schemes- 

was affecting the sentiment in the equity market as well. 

QUESTIONS: 

(1) Explain the concepts of open position, long position and short position 

(2) Explain the higher the standard deviation, the higher the volatility in the stock 

and how does the margin requirements affect the markets?   

(3) Do you agree that money market, mutual funds have adverse impact on stock 

market, explain?  

(4) Explain sectoral indices and its utility for investors in comparison to Sensex 

and Nifty keeping in the facts provides above.         

          10*4=40 


